
New Autumn/Winter collection 2021 Present Time
  
With much joy we’d like to present our new collection with 500+ new items to you. All items are recognizable for their 
modern looks, daring colors and an element of fun.

Natural Nirvana & Arctic Air
Our new products are separated into two themes. The first theme is Natural Nirvana, which centrals around warm, earthy 
tones. This theme has a pure, clean look with a warm & cozy feel. The use of different fabrics gives it a soft glow.
 
The choice for our second theme Arctic Air is a bit more striking. In recent years, much attention has been paid to the 
warm tones, but Present Time notes that there is also a greater need for the cooler tones. The feel of this theme is modern 
and tough. It is inspired by all the colors the air can have. From a misty green to a dark purple sky.
 
Trend alert: Creative Curves.
We felt inspired by ancient cultures and female curves for the introduction of this product range. All products within our 
Creative Curves theme are made out of polyresin with a textured finish. A modern material that looks good with natural 
materials. Our biggest eyecatchers are the Lady plant pots. This stunningly seductive body art plant pot celebrates the 
sensual beauty and design of the female body. Besides this we have also added beautiful abstract statues. Available in 4 
organic shapes and soft, earth inspired colors. Perfect as a coffee table statue, bedside statue, bookshelf statue or in that 
special wall alcove.
 
Iconic products for Karlsson, Leitmotiv & PT,
In our Karlsson collection we introduce a lot of new clocks. Some of them have a classic look, while others are more 
modern. For example our new Frosted alarm clock, which is an alarm clock and a light in one!  
 
Leitmotiv brings you interesting new lighting. Our best-selling Gala lamp makes an introduction in new colors and even 
marble, plus our pet collection has expanded with more pet sofas.
 
Our biggest focus this year is on PT,. We have added new cushions, blankets, vases, statues and loads of candles. Our 
in-house designer Iris has hand-painted new designs for our picture frames.
 
About Present Time
 Present Time has 3 brands (Karlsson, Leitmotiv and Pt,) Karlsson clocks have been around for 35 years. Leitmotiv lighting 
gives every room the right atmosphere and in the Leitmotiv range you’ll also find small furniture in different colors / 
materials. With PT, accessories you can finish the room. The brands that Present Time carries - Karlsson, Leitmotiv and 
PT, - are a combination of Dutch design and a Scandi navian touch.
 
Present Time’s products for this fall are available in various colors and materials. By combining items, multiple atmosphe-
res and themes can be created.
 
For more images of our products please visit:
https://presenttime.egnyte.com/fl/hdkxGTkYUU
 
For more information, please contact Present Time at marketing@presenttime.com




